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Ginny weasley costume kmart

This post contains affiliate linksEmma's love for everything Harry Potter has yet to give way to. As she dives further into books and movies, her interest in more peripheral characters grows. Her latest character crush is Luna Lovegood – a free-spirited Ravenclaw who always looks like she's 'gone with fairies'. Emma describes her as a bee.
The girl gave an aura of distinct dottiness. Maybe it was the fact that she put her wand behind her left ear for safeage, or that she decided to wear a necklace made of Butterbeer hats, or that she read the magazine upside down. – Harry Potter and the Order of PhoenixLuna Lovegood, played by Evanna Lynch in the Harry Potter film
series. Image credit - PottermoreFor Harry Potter Emma's themed birthday party she dressed as Ginny Weasley, complete with red hair and freckles. I didn't mind making her a full Hogwarts uniform for her Ginny Weasley costume as I thought she would wear it again at Oz Comic-Con this year. But the nine-year-old quickly changed her
mind, and it turned out emma had the heart to play like Luna. Of course, I'm always up for the challenge when it comes to making costumes, so I said yes! It was time for Luna Lovegood Costume.It took me a little more effort than expected to put together this Luna Lovegood costume from scratch, but I think the end result was worth it –
read on for more information. We had a fun little cosplay photo shoot the day before Comic-Con at Rippon Lea Estate – The photos turned out so great that it was hard to pick just those few. Emma as Luna Lovegood! Enjoy! Luna Lovegood CosplayItems needed for luna lovegood costume: I wasn't interested in doing everything from
scratch, so I came across Op-Shops to see if I could find something suitable. We already had tights, socks and sneakers, so I needed to make a jacket and skirt for the main part of the costume. The jacket was pretty hard to find, but I ended up scoring a female size jacket at the 5th Op-shop I visited for $12. It was pretty big, so I changed
it to fit properly. The change was actually a pretty big job. I had to disassemble the whole jacket, cut it up and stitch it back together. But in that it was much faster (and cheaper) than making a bespoke coat from scratch. I was stupid to take before photos as the difference between 'before and after' was quite impressive. The skirt was
made of vintage fabric and vintage sewing pattern. I chose the most similar fabric in my stash on the reference image. You can buy the exact Luna Lovegood fabric design here from Spoonflower.Luna Lovegood costume accessoriesSuch only new items purchased were a blonde wig, and a $1 pair of sunglasses (on sale at Kmart) to turn
spectra Spectra Specs.Finding a few spectra spectra specs in Australia in a short time was very impossible, so I made a couple of scrapbook paper stuck to the card and then double sided stuck to a regular pair of sunnies. I think it turned out pretty cute. DIY Luna Lovegood Spectre SpecsYou will need:Pink patterned notebook paper1
pair of sunglasses, preferably with round lensesThin cardGlue stickDouble sided tapePencilScissorsCraft blade1 sheet A4 paperHow to:S pencil. Follow the outline of the sunglasses frame on an ordinary piece of paper, try to follow the shape of the lens as well. To create a template, draw this shape and add a winged cut on the sides. At
this stage, it is enough to draw only one side. Cut out the half you drew, fold it through the center (where the bridge of the nose goes) and copy to the other side. This is the basic template for your Spectrespec frame. Glue the patterned paper to the card. On the back of the card, follow the outline of the paper template. Carefully cut out the
shape with scissors or craftsmanship blade. With double-sided tape, fasten the sunglasses. Done! Diy couple Spectrespecs! If you live in the US, you can purchase an officially licensed pair of Spectre specs available with free Prime mail – see link belowNo Luna Lovegood costume is complete without a copy of Quibbler. After all, Luna's
father is the publisher and editor of Quibbler and she is the first to get every problem. Our Quibbler magazine was just an ordinary magazine with this printable design stuck to the cover. I did a little size in Photoshop to make it fit. She was the perfect prop to complete this Luna Lovegood cosplay. Emma is really in the details when it
comes to recreating cosplay costumes. She was particularly sudden about the bag. I could not find any blue woed fabric as in the original picture, so I decided that it would be easier to crochet. I used several different yarns held together and then woid colored wool stray fibers over to give it a hand-shaped texture. It's a great size and was
super handy to discover all her shopping and props during Comicon. A very practical addition to her Luna Lovegood costume. There have been many requests for a crochet bag pattern - here it is! Luna Lovegood Lion HatLuna created her lion hat and wore it to show her support for the Gryffinpoil Quidditch team whenever they played
against The Miy. When he tapped his hat with a wand, it unleashed a very realistic roar. Now I have to admit, I was probably a little ambitious when I decided to crochet a Lion Head hat, just four days before Comic-Con without a pattern. I saw one on Pinterest that made an amazing crocheter, Crochetaholique, which makes them to order
and sells them on Etsy. I contacted her to see if it was okay to make her own forEmma, and she gave me her blessing. You can buy a custom lion hat from Crochetaholique. I have documented the process of crochet the lion's hat here on my IG stories. Don't ask for a role model, because I made it up when I moved on. I estimate it took
me about 18-20 hours to make a total. Do you like it? I think it's one of the best things I've ever done. So many people stopped us at Comic-Con just to take a picture of the hat. It was pretty hard, especially through the wig, so I ended up wearing it most afternoons at Comic-Con and Emma would pop it just for photos. I can imagine this
lion hat would also look amazing as part of the Wizard of Oz cowardly lion costume. I hope you enjoyed this post. We had a lot of fun both putting luna lovegood costume together and in cosplay photos. If you would like some more details on how I made the costume or accessories just leave me a comment and I will get back to you as
soon as I can. Will you be dressing up as Luna Lovegood for Halloween or Comic-Con this year? You can also look forward to: LOVE IT? PIN IT! Related IT! Related
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